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Art Description: 
 
**Available for immediate shipping** 
Jerusalem In soft, gentle colors pink, peach 
and metallic with beautiful white texture to 
match a lifestyle passion. 
 
A painting inspired by Chanukah, the 
Menorah in the Beis Hamikdash. A 
reenactment of it is placed in the Jewish 
quarter in the Old City in Jerusalem. 
  
The sky has movement, you can see fine 
brush strokes like a Menorah, the light 
coming out from the center, as we know 

Jerusalem is the center of light for the entire 
world.  
'Yerushalayim Oro Shel Olam'. 
  
This painting is another one in a collection 
'Reflections in Jerusalem'; the lower part of 
each painting has water reflections, as 
Jerusalem is a Holy City, pure. The reflections 
seem to have the painting duplicated, as we 
know there are two Jerusalems. 'Yerushalyim 
Shel Ma'alah V'matah'. 
  

Painting comes with a signed and dated 

Certificate of Authenticity verifying that this is 

an original piece of art created by artist: 

Gittel Fuchs. 

Title: "The Menorah At The Kotel" #0201 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Acrylic, texture, palette knife on canvas. 

Size:   27" H  x  47" W x 11/4 inch 

Style:  Contemporary, Expressionism, Modern, 3D Sculpting On Canvas 



 

 

 

Title: "Jerusalem in Blues" #0204 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Media: Acrylic, Texture, Palette Knife on Canvas 

Size:   32" H  x  48" W x 11/4 inch 

Style:  Contemporary, Expressionism, Modern

  

Art Description: 

**Available for immediate shipping** 

'Jerusalem in Blues' is a fine textured painting 

rich with colors, movement and excitement, 

The first reaction I got after finishing this 

painting was: 

'WOW it's So real'. I love this painting with 

the light in it, the composition, flow and 

colors. I would love to live in Jerusalem and 

have these beautiful real scenes out of my 

home windows, but I don't. So instead, I 

paint large paintings to display on my walls 

as windows to the scene.  

Great for home, office or hotel lobby.  

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist: Gittel Fuchs 

WhatsApp or dial: +972584119172 
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Title: "Jerusalem of Gold" #0203 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Acrylic, Texture, Palette Knife on Canvas 

Size:   32" H  x  48" W x 11/4 inch (80x120cm) 

Style:  Contemporary, Expressionism, Modern

Art Description: 

**SOLD**   

A new one can be recreated. Sold during an 

exhibition in Jerusalem 2018. 

"Jerusalem City of Gold" One of the paintings 
in my collection 'Reflections In Jerusalem' 
Having this painting certainly adds spiritual 
emotions and brings happiness into the room. 
Would fit in any decor beautifully. 

This can be a painting reminding you a 
vacation to Jerusalem or your connection to 
the Holy Land. A painting that tells a story. 
Your own story. 

Hand-painted, Beautiful, vibrant, wonderful 
texture! The texture adds a visual 3-rd 

dimension to the special houses buildings and 
mountains surrounding the city Jerusalem. It 
expresses the city reflections to have it twice 
in the painting, a symbol for the love of 
Jerusalem by many nations worldwide and 
the meaning of ;Yerushalaim Shel Ma'alah" 

Colors: gold, burgundy wine, pearl, olive 
green sienna & burnt umber shown on gallery 
wrapped canvas. 

The sides of the canvas are painted burnt 
umber so your new painting is ready to hang! 

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 
and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 
that this is an original piece of art created by 
internationally collected artist: Gittel Fuchs 

WhatsApp or dial: +972584119172
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Title: "Jerusalem In The Mist" #0202 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Acrylic, Metallic, Spray Paint, Texture, Palette Knife on Canvas 

Size:   24" H  x  40" W x 11/4 inch (100x60cm) 

Style:  Contemporary, Expressionism, Modern, 3D Sculpting On Canvas 

 

Art Description: 

**Available for immediate shipping** 

Jerusalem. But not too much, a bit abstract, a 
bit contemporary and even a bit fine. 

Calm soft shades would fit great in a 
beautiful Livingroom.  

Main colors are various sky blues, white, 
taupe, grey, gold, silver & bronze. 

  

Lots of texture to add cozy atmosphere to 
match Jerusalem and a lifestyle passion. 

 
 Every painting has a home; I wish my art 
inspires lives to live a more impactful life. 

 Each painting purchased comes with a 
signed and dated Certificate of Authenticity 
verifying that this is an original piece of art 
created by internationally collected artist: 
Gittel Fuchs 

WhatsApp or dial: +972584119172



 

 

Title: "Jerusalem Panorama City Of Gold"  #0205 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Media: Acrylic, Texture, Palette Knife on Canvas 

Size:   24" H  x  48" W x 11/4 inch 

Style:  Contemporary, Abstarct, Expressionism, modern

 

Art Description: 

**SOLD** 

A new painting can be recreated. 

One-of-a-kind art piece, which was exhibited 

and sold in Jerusalem 2018. 

Having a painting like this certainly adds 

spiritual emotions and brings happiness into 

the room. Would fit in any decor beautifully. 

This can be a painting reminding you a 

vacation to Jerusalem or your connection to 

the Holy Land. A painting that tells a story. 

Your own story without much in it as its 

almost abstract - perfect combination for 

modern lifestyle. 

Hand-painted, Beautiful, vibrant, wonderful 

texture! The texture adds a visual 3-rd 

dimension to the special houses buildings and 

mountains. The reflections are a symbol for 

the love of Jerusalem by many nations 

worldwide. 

Gold, burgundy pearl white olive green burnt 

umber, gold art wall decor acrylic on 

24x34x1.5" Gallery wrapped canvas. 

The sides of the canvas are painted burnt 

umber so your new painting is ready to hang! 

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist Gitty Fuchs. 

WhatsApp or dial: +972584119172 

  



Title: "Jerusalem In Gold, Silver & Black" #0206 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Media: Acrylic, Texture, Palette Knife on Canvas 

Size:   23" H  x  47" W x 11/4 inch (120x60cm) 

Style:  Contemporary, Abstarct, Expressionism, Modern  

 

Art Description: 

**SOLD** 

A new one can be recreated.  

Ships worldwide. 

Stunning matellic Jerusalem 

painting  Luxurious art piece. Contemporary 

style for a modern decored space. Great for 

Hotel lobby, office and other residentials too. 

Jerusalem In soft gold, silver pearl black and 

white, gentle beautiful texture. 

A painting inspired by Chanukah, the 

menorah in the Beis Hamikdash. A 

reenactment of it is placed in the Jewish 

quarter in the Old City in Jerusalem.  

 

 

The sky has movement, in close look you can 

see fine brush strokes like a Menorah, the 

light coming out from the Kotel – Western 

Wall in the center as we know Jerusalem is 

the center of light for the entire world. 

'Yerushalayim Oro Shel Olam'. 

This painting is another one in a collection 

"Reflections In Jerusalem". All the bottom 

canvases are with reflection as the Holy City 

is pure  and is reflected, there are 2 

Jerusalems. 'Yerushalyim Shel Ma'alah 

V'matah'. 

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist Gitty Fuchs. 

Dial or Whatsapp +972584119172 

 



 

 

Title: "Jerusalem In Copper, Grey & Black" #0207 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Media: Acrylic, Texture, Palette Knife on Canvas 

Size:   23" H  x  47" W x 11/4 inch (120x60cm) 

Style:  Contemporary, Abstarct, Expressionism, Modern, Rustic

 

Art Description: 

**SOLD** 

A new one can be recreated.  

Stunning matellic Jerusalem 

painting  luxurious art piece. Contemporary 

style for a modern decored space. Great for 

Hotel lobby, office and other residentials too. 

Jerusalem copper & silver with black and 

grey, gentle beautiful texture. 

The sky has movement, in close look you can 

see fine brush strokes like a Menorah, the 

light coming out from the Kotel – Western 

Wall in the center as we know Jerusalem is 

the center of light for the entire world. 

'Yerushalayim Oro Shel Olam'. 

This painting is another one in a collection 

"Reflections In Jerusalem". All the bottom 

canvases are with reflection as the Holy City 

is pure  and is reflected, there are 2 

Jerusalems. 'Yerushalyim Shel Ma'alah 

V'matah'. 

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist Gitty Fuchs. 

Dial or Whatsapp +972584119172 

 



Title: "Jerusalem City Of Color"  #0208 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Media: Acrylic, Texture, Palette Knife, Mixed Media on Canvas 

Size:   31" H  x  47" W x 11/4 inch 

Style:  Contemporary, Expressionism, Modern, 3D Sculpting On Canvas

 

Art Description: 

**Original Art is Available** 

 This is a high textured sculpted painting with 

loads of paint, seams almost real to enhance 

the spirituality of the Holy City Jerusalem. 

Painted very colorful for a more modern 

contemporary look.  

Perfect for a luxury hotel painting or a fine 

home. 

 

You can order a custome size and color for 

this painting. 

Colors: Gold burgundy pearl white olive green 

burnt umber. The sides of the canvas are 

painted burnt umber so your new painting is 

ready to hang! 

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist:  Gittel 

FuchsWhatsApp or dial: +972584119172 



 

 

Title: "Absolutely Steady" Olive Oil Tree  #0401 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Media: Acrylic, Texture, Palette Knife, on Canvas 

Size:   8" H  x  12" W x 1/2 inch (20X30cm) 

Style:  Contemporary, Expressionism 

Art Description:

**Original Art is Available**  

Beautiful rich unique Olive Trees painting 

seen in Jerusalem and all over Israel. 

Symboling the steadiness in our lives that 

keeps us protected.  

Would fit in any decor beautifully. 

Hand-painted, Beautiful, vibrant, wonderful 

texture! Made with lots of paint, palette knife. 

The texture adds a visual 3-rd dimension to 

the steady tree trunk covered with rich warm 

gold.  

Colors: Gold, Burnt Umber, olive green, army 

green and pistachio, I used tints of light blues 

to add a cool breeze.  

The sides of the canvas are painted burnt 

umber and green so your new painting is 

ready to hang! 

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist:  Gitty Fuchs. 

  



 

 Title: "A Visit To The Kotel"  #0209 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Acrylic, Texture, Palette Knife on Canvas 

Size:   23.6" H  x  20" W x 1.25 inch (50X60x2.5cm) 

Style:  Contemporary, Expressionism, Modern, 3D Sculpting On Canvas 

 

Art Description:  

**Original Art is Available**  

Jerusalem as I experienced for the first time. 

A visit to the Holy Land leaving great impact 

for entire life. Calm dreamy shades' as the 

dream comes true. With loads of texture for 

comfortable cozy feelings. Have Jerusalem on 

your wall wherever you are in the world.  

Colors: sky blue, taupe, beige, grey, 

turqouise, lavender, brown.  

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist: Gittel Fuchs 

WhatsApp or dial: +972584119172 



 

 

Title: "A Walk Along Jerusalem Walls"  #0010 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Media: Oil on Canvas 

Size:   25" H  x  31" W x 1" inch (65X80cm) 

Style: Fine Art, Impressionism, Modern, Realism 

Art Description:

**Original Art is Available**  

Stunning emotional walk outside the walls of 

Jerusalem Old City on a sunny day. 

 A painting to remind you of precious 

moments in life. 

Colors: Sky blue, Burnt Umber, yellow ochre, 

olive green, army green lavender. I 

splattered tints of light blues, turqouise and 

sunny greens to add a cool breeze.  

The sides of the canvas are painted burnt 

umber so your new painting is ready to hang! 

Investing in this artwork will bring a lifetime 

of pleasure, 

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist:  Gitty Fuchs. 

  



Title: "Shabbat Morning In Jerusalem"  #0011 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Media: Oil on Canvas 

Size:   27.5" H  x  31" W x 1" inch (70X80cm) 

Style:  Impressionism, Realism, Still Life, Judaica 

Art Description: 

**Original & Prints Art is Available** 

Absolutely STUNNING painting. After shul, 

the beautiful Talit unfolded on the table, 

letting the 925 sterling silver thread 

embroidery attached to the Atarah  visible.  

I bought my husband this Talit a week before 

we married - 25 years ago! How emotional 

that talit, OH, and the flowers, I love flowers 

on our Shabbat table. 

This painting has many details, I spent many 

days painting, Every time I sat down to paint 

I made a special hot cup of delicious tea 

hope you can feel the steem, and the 

samovar is added as a decor on the table, a 

symbol to the halacha – preparing the hot 

water before Shabbat. 

Through the window you can see Jerusalem 

scene as if we were living in Jerusalem I 

Love. Maybe one day we will move. Having 

this painting certainly adds spiritual emotions 

and brings happiness into a home. 

Ready to hang.  

Prints are available for immediate shipping. 



 

 

Title: "Sukkot In Jerusalem"  #0012 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Oil on Canvas 

Size: 27.5" H  x  35.5" W (70x90cm) 

Style: Contemporary, Expressionism, Modern, Realism, Judaica 

 

Art Description:  

**SOLD ** 

**Prints are Available ** 

On the way to Holiday Prayers at the Western 

Wall – The Kotel. Early morning before the 

sun rises –'Nets Ha'chamah'. Today is Birkat 

Kohanim, thousands are making their way to 

The Kotel from all over Israel and worldwide 

to be blessed on this special day.– Me too. 

Notice the Sukkot in the Rova painted with 

some light to see through the Sukka stars on 

the white linen walls. A moment to 

remember. 

Colors: sky blues, pink, peach, orange 

lavender, greens.  

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist: Gittel Fuchs 

WhatsApp or dial: +972584119172  



 

 

Title: "A Wedding In Jerusalem" #0013 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Oil on Canvas 

Size: 15.7" H  x  20" W (40x50cm) 

Style: Contemporary, Expressionism, Modern, Realism, Judaica 

 

Art Description: 

**Available for imeddiate shipping** 

This can be printed as High Quality Gicle`e 

Print in other sizes to hand embellish.  

A beautiful high textured painting . 

Reminding of a wedding in Jerusalem. 

The people painted in this wedding painting 

aren't the local Jerusalem people, -

'Yerushalmies' as most artists paint, I actually 

wanted to display the joy, effort and 

excitement of tourists leaving their country, 

family and friends to celebrate their special 

day in Yerushalayim. As we say under the 

'Chuppah': "Im Lo A'aleh Eis Yerushalayim Al 

Rosh Simchsi..." How emotional things can 

get! 

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist: Gittel Fuchs 

WhatsApp or dial: +972584119172



 

 

Title: "Orange Blossoms Breaking Through"  #0014 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Oil on Canvas 

Size:   15.7" H  x  20" W (40x50cm) 

Style:  Contemporary, Expressionism 

Art Description: 

**Available for immediate shipping** 

An original painting with  high energy that I 

made during a tremendous breakthrough 

time in my life. If you're looking to add a 

punch of energy and warmth to your space, 

then orange is your color.  

This painting smoothly combines a respect 

for traditional painting with tendency for 

revolution. 

 OMG!! My painting style is changing.

 



Title: "Migdal David in White"  #0100 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Media: Acrylic, Canvas Sculpture Texture, Palette Knife on Canvas 

Size:   22" H  x  22" W x 1 3/4 inch (55x60cm) 

Style:  Contemporary, Relief, Expressionism, 3D Sculpting On Canvas 

 

Art Description: 

**Available for immediate shipping** 

Migdal David is a high 3D sculpted & textured 

painting on canvas as bass relief. All stones 

are carved and specially sculpted to make 

this beautiful inspiring place seam real on a 

wall. This art is knows as very attracting, I 

love it!  

 

Colors are soft and gentle for a comfortable 

feeling in your home.  

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist: Gittel Fuchs 

WhatsApp or dial: +972584119172 

 



 

 

Title: Chocolate, Red Roses & Wine #4007 (From my Minimalist Collection) 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Medium: Acrylic on stretched canvas 

Size: 24x31x1"inch  60x80x2.25cm 

Style: Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism 

Art Description: 

**Original Art is Available** 

 Art inspired by the quiet peaceful painting of 

the Jewish Master Mark Rothko. Colors: Gold 

red brown large painting. Chocolate & wine 

with floral aroma.  The subject is inspired by 

Jewish Holidays and Shabbat   Seudot – 

meals. On one side peace and quiet for the 

soul, 'Shabbaton' where the colors blend 

beautifully, the opposite side is full of color, 

energy and movement.  



 

 

Title: Power of Silent Red and Grey #4003 (From my Minimalist Collection) 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Medium: Acrylic on Gallery wrapped canvas. 

Size: 24x20x1.25"inch  60x50x2.5cm 

Style: Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism 

 

Art Description: 

**SOLD** A new one can be recreated. 

Art inspired by the quiet peaceful painting of 

the Jewish Master Mark Rothko. 

Minimalist painting made especially for 

interior designed homes with minimalist 

taste, Adds a warm color to be matched with 

accessories in the space. Dark red luxury 

strokes with silver grey, frozen Ombr`e. 

Minimalizm passion expressed in red and grey 

color,  

An image with the power of color. 

Red Gray And White Wall Art Silver Abstract  

A painting that doesn't distract your mind but 

still keeps you on a high luxury style. 

Perfect gift for a friend or family moving into 

their new home. Colors: red, black, white, 

greys and silver. 



 

 

 

Title: Bronze Soul Art Luxury #4005 (From my Minimalist Collection) 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Medium: Acrylic on Gallery wrapped canvas. 

Size: 24.5x31.5x0.5"inch   60x80X1.5cm 

Style: Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism 

Art Description: 

**Original Art is Available** 

Art inspired by the quiet peaceful painting of 

the Jewish Master Mark Rothko. Symbolizes 

the power of splendor and beauty in the 

shades of black bronze- brass & 

gold combinations. The Ombr`e affect 

naturally expresses the flow of life.  

Minimalist painting for a hotel lobby, home or 

office, full of luxury. A sunny painting with 

golden colors and the beauty of royalty. Adds 

a warm color to be matched with accessories 

in space. Soft pastel shades - light blues cool 

down the warm golden affect. 

 A painting that doesn't distract your mind 

but still keeps you on a high luxury style.  

Perfect gift for a friend or family moving into 

their new home. The sides of the canvas are 

painted black so your new painting is ready 

to hang!  

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist: Gittel Fuchs. 
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Title: Peace in Greys - Ombr`e #4002 (From my Minimalist Collection) 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Medium: Acrylic on Gallery wrapped canvas. 

Size: 16x20x1.25 40x50x2.5cm 

Style: Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism 

 

Art Description: 

**SOLD**A new painting can be recreated. 

 Art inspired by the quiet peaceful painting of 

the Jewish Master Mark Rothko. A painting 

with the power of nature reminds us of the 

beauty of the sea.  

The design is blended into a smooth 

Ombre`e background for a very calm feeling. 

Bird of Peace - a Pigeon, took a walk on this 

painting while it was drying and left footprints 

of peace in the background. A symbol of 

peace in your home.  

 

  

Colors: Black, grey, white, silver & taupe. 

A painting that doesnt distract your mind but 

still keeps you on a high luxury style. Each 

painting purchased comes with a signed and 

dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying that 

 



 

 

Title: Green Space #4004 (From my Minimalist Collection) 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Medium: Acrylic on Gallery wrapped canvas. 

Size: 20x24x1.25"inch   50x60x2.5cm  

Style: Abstract Expressionism, Minimalist. 

Art Description:  

**Original Art is Available** 

Art inspired by the quiet peaceful painting of 

the Jewish Master Mark Rothko. The Ombr`e 

affect naturally expresses the flow of life. 

Lime green in the interior space represents a 

fresh and natural color full of sunshine, the 

youthfulness and playfulness. It brings cheer 

and harmony into space. It can help clear 

your mind from negativity and instill in you a 

sense of peace and tranquility. 

 

Lime green in the kitchen is one of the 

choices for many designers.  Beautiful with 

light orange, light blue and 

turqouise accessories. 

Colors: Green, natural apple lime green, 

white, lavender, grey & black, all of these 

remind us of the colors of hope. 

A painting that doesnt distract your mind but 

still keeps you on a high luxury style. 

 



 

Title: View from above -Just Turquoise #4006 (From my Minimalist Collection) 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Medium: Acrylic on Gallery wrapped canvas. 

Size: 15.7x23.5x1.25"inch    40x60x2.5cm 

Style: Abstract Expressionism, Minimalist 

Art Description: 

**Original Art is Available** 

Art inspired by the quiet peaceful painting of 

the Jewish Master Mark Rothko. The Ombr`e 

affect naturally expresses the flow of life. 

When we look at our life and the wonderful 

world, we discover that our life is full of gold, 

harmony and unity. We should aspire to life 

without envy or any other negative emotion. 

Minimalist painting for a home or office, 

full of luxury, a painting to round up your 

favorite light-filled interiors. A sunny painting 

with golden colors and the beauty of royalty. 

Instill in you a sense of peace and tranquility. 

A painting that doesn't distract your mind but 

still keeps you on a high luxury style. The 

sides of the canvas are painted so your new 

painting is ready to hang!  

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 

and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 

that this is an original piece of art created by 

internationally collected artist: G. Tal – Gittel 

Fuchs. 
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Title: Glittered Animal Blend #4001 (From my Minimalist Collection) 

Artist: Gitty Fuchs 

Medium: Acrylic on Gallery wrapped canvas. 

Size: 20x23.5x0.5"inch     50x60x1.5cm 

Style: Abstract Expressionism, Minimalist 
 

Art Description: 
**Original Art is Available** 

I love this Black & Grey Minimalist Abstract 
Painting Glittered Painting. The quiet peaceful 
paintings of the Jewish Master Mark Rothko 
inspires this Art. The Ombr`e affect naturally 
expresses the flow of life. 

 The design is blended into a smooth 
Ombre`e background for a very calm feeling. 
Glitter was splattered only on the design for 
an elegant touch. 

A painting that doesn't distract your mind but 
still keeps you on a high luxury style. The 
sides of the canvas are painted black so your 
new painting is ready to hang! (hang any 
direction you want) 

Each painting purchased comes with a signed 
and dated Certificate of Authenticity verifying 
that this is an original piece of art created by 
internationally collected artist: Gittel Fuchs. 


